NEEBC Testimonials

Year after year, our Company’s NEEBC membership proves to be a solid investment in our team’s success.
Despite the rapidly changing field of Employee Benefits, NEEBC programming remains timely, relevant and
deep.
Susan McGowan, Associate Director, Benefits/Biogen

NEEBC continues to be a highly credible and indispensable resource of industry – leading in professional
insight and knowledge. Every NEEBC event that I have attended has provided rich and relevant information on
a wide variety of benefit topics. I continue to be impressed by the organization and the value that it offers.
Gary Gustafson, Limeade

NEEBC is the “go to” organization for professional development in benefits. They are excellent at keeping me
and other benefit professionals well informed of all new developments in the benefits industry. They provide
timely and informative programs covering the whole range of benefit issues from ACA to 401K.
I also find the networking opportunities to be of great value. It is wonderful getting to know fellow benefit
professionals who share the same challenges, and vendors who offer solutions and resources.
If you are responsible for the administration of employee benefits, you need to be a member of NEEBC.
Glenn Haskell , Benefits Manager, New Balance

Benefits Professionals in the New England area are very fortunate to have the New England Employee Benefits
Council as a local resource for up-to-date benefit programs and expert speakers. NEEBC Conferences and
Seminars are offered on a wide variety of topics. This is critical information for Benefit Managers. Their Best
Practices Conference, as well as the Annual Benefits Fair & Trade Show, offer members the opportunity to
network with other benefit professionals and to gain access to new and innovative benefit offerings.
Susan French, Sr. Manager, Benefits and Wellness, Ocean Spray

NEEBC is a valuable resource for any benefits professional. I rely on their educational programming to learn
about market trends, best practices, and regulatory compliance matters, all of which has prepared me to
manage change in my organization.
Karen Bishop, Global Benefits Manager, Cabot Corporation

